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I. STATEMENT OP PROBLEM 
It Is the purpose of this study to determine whether 
the recreation program of Prairie View Agrlcultrual and 
Mechanical College Is meeting the new leisure in the terms 
of the young people* s activities anc interest anc the ac­
cepted standards of the present day. These standards are: 
(1) to cetermine the activities (social, cultural, and 
physical) in which they werd' participating (2) to find 
out the activities in which thoy would like to participate 
in hut for lack of facilities (3) to survey the existing 
facilities for recreation in the school (4) to learn if 
possible, whether there were any outstanding differences 
in the activities in which they were interested (5) after 
compiling the ata secured in this survey, the author pro­
poses to make recommendations for a better future use of 
the available facilities, ased on the information gained. 
He hopes to be able to make some suggestions concerning 
facilities which are needed further to broaden a program 
to meet the demands of the leisure in the terms of the 
young people's activities and interest and the accepted 




II. VALII AT I OH OF THE PRO] LEM 
When preparing to make a study of any phase of the 
leisure time problems, the investigator must consider 
that period through which this great nation passed while 
in the early stages of development. At that time there 
was no place for activities which did not materially 
benefit society or the individual in the struggle for 
survival an* existence, the economic life of the people 
was such a vital factor that there was no place for activi­
ties whlc' <• id not ton- to alleviate this situation. There 
was, therefore, no place for a great many activities pure­
ly for recreational benefits. 
Vie have laic no foundation for the use of leisure 
time. America has been a pioneer nation and has 
developed a pioneer civilization, dominated by a 
necessity for work. Thus work an the accumula­
tion of material goo s have been the dominating 
feature of the twenteith century civilization,1 
It has already been shown that there was little time 
for the people to engage in activities of purely a recrea­
tional nature. Because of this great struggle that was 
being carried on by a nation endowed with the pioneering 
spirit, there had been no effort mace to plan any type of 
1 Glover, Katherine, "Youth Leisure for Living," 
Committee of Youth Problems. 1epartment of Interior, Office 
of Education,' "'ashiington, T. C. 
3 
program which will moot the challenge thrown out by leisure. 
Because of the lack of time, the lack of interest, and the 
lack of planning for, and the purltennical averison to it, 
recreation case to be interpreted as pure idleness, loaf­
ing, or offside amusement* 
As the nation grew and spread out across an entire 
continent, however, other factors entered into the plan. 
That is to say, there was a lack of system of promoting a 
program of recreation, Since there was no plan for carry­
ing out an integrated program, recreation activities de­
veloped in a haphasard manner. This same thing continues 
to prevail unless thinking people start making some pro­
visions for tho future. 
The problem is occupying the attention ant thought of 
education everywhere, Morris, in an article entitled, 
"Training Teen Age Boys and Girls in leisure Time Activi­
ties" sayss , 
There is a very definite ton ency toward the re­
duction of working hours, an if this Increased 
leisure time is to 1© of value and used construc­
tively for the benefit of the individuals and 
society, education must attempt to meet this great 
challenge by training the boys an girls to use 
their leisure intelligently and profitably both 
for themselves and for the society to consider 
the leisure time activities of their students} 
resent, and is be­ll or over. today the 
ming increasing! 
ZimssMSB* February, 1935, p. 35 
need is 
y more a CO 
4 
It is Important that the school take a leafing part 
in the education of the manses of people so that they say 
profit from the worthy use of leisure time. The school 
should bestow physical excellence and competence for wise 
use of leisure upon each incivi ual youth. 
Through the various periods in the development of the 
nation however, there has been a steady increase in the 
amount of leisure time which people must be led to use 
properly. This has been caused by the improvement of 
methods, the introduction of better machinery, increased 
speed In transportation, and more efficient means of com­
munication. The experts tell us that we should expect 
methods and machines to increase in efficiency. In view 
of this, the leisure problem is with us, an it is here 
to stay. 
Recognising the fact that society is confronted with 
the problem of increased leisure, and that societies of 
the past have developed through the proper use of leisure, 
and the present must realise that the culture pattern of 
r 
f 
the society in which they live will depend upon the educa-
This need is a definite tion In the worthy use of leisure, 
challenge to the school administrators in the education of 
It must be accepted as such an plans must be the student, 
made to meet it. 
5 
In order to solve the problem presented, the educa­
tional administrators of today must train the young people 
under then so that the leaders of tomorrow will not fail. 
If no provision is mace for a future recreational program, 
then society will continue to sink on the ooze of a seden­
tary and inactive existence. There can be no drawing from 
youth1 s good health an active life to stave off the ills 
that may later beset those that lead a narrow, inactive 
existence. To live now so that we can serve now and in 
the future should be the text of every individual1 s life. 
The more activities that an individual can participate in, 
as he goes through life, the happier that person will be 
all through his life. 
Recreation's challenge can be wisely dealt with 
as a part of the students life within the school 
by arranging the curriculum so as to give some 
leisure. We need to give our students not only 
an opportunity for leisure time but also the 
freedom to choose how to use it within the school. 
Such a plan of att ck ma give us more of the 
education which is life, not a preparation for 
life which we cannot predict, for recreation is 
recognized as a normal activity necessary, to the 
balanced functioning of the web of life.-3 
One of the greatest problems confronting the schools, 
in their acceptance of the challenge which recreation 
TT J Lies, Eugene T., "The New Leisure Challenges the 
School," National Education Association pf tfre Uqitefl 
States, ashlngton, V, C,, "C," p. 12 
6 
presents, Is the one of leadership. Because of the fact 
that American society had made no preparation for leisure 
in the past, today there is not only a shortage of leaders 
available, but a great many of the leaders at present have 
not had the proper background of experiences and profession­
al preparation to carry on a winning fight. 
The problems which recreation presents are so complex 
that only a lea er with a wide knowledge of activities is 
desired. He must be a specialist in some lines and have 
a general knowledge of others. Above all, he must have 
a strong character, high moral standards, a winning per­
sonality, and the ability to impart high ideals to those 
with whom he comes in contact. There must be the proper 
professional experiences and background| the ability to 
meet people and inspire them to success rust be present 
at all times. 
A program of recreation which will eventually meet 
the needs an interests of all people will necessarily 
t 
have to be put into effect. 
Nicholas Murray Butler says, "It will be more im­
portant one of those days, to educate men and women to 
* * • - v-
the use of leisure than it will be to educate them for 
4 
occupation." 
4 Gardner, G., "New Social Problem Leisure," Sgjo 
an SocietvT Volume 42, No. 1079, August, 1935, P. 29 
7 
Recreation can use many of the materials and inherent 
instincts that seen to govern human nature in offsetting 
the maladjustment of society, '%ere are many sources from 
which people become warped or maladjusted to the society 
in which they live. Some of the more important sources 
are tho individual himself, racial background, process of 
learning, home con it ions, growth from childhood through 
manhood and on to old age, and tho community in which the 
individual lives, 
Eugene W, Nixon and Fredrick W, Cozens says, "A faster 
in the art of living draws no sharp distinction between his 
work ant his play, his labor and his leisure, his mind and 
his body, his education an his recreation. He hardly knows 
which is which. He simply pursues his vision of excellence 
through whatever he is.doing ant leaves others to determine 
whether he is working or playing, To himself he always seems 
to be doing both enough for him that he does it well," 
An education which trainer young people for work, 
but not for play, for labor but not leisure, for 
toll but not for recreation, was a half-done job. 
The traditional method,,,,of loading young people 
with knowledge, mostly in the form of book learn­
ing, and then turning them loose on the world with 
the creative part of them undeveloped, with no skill, 
no Interests for the occupation of their leisure, was , 
a procedure humanly inadequate and socially dang reus, 
Sherman, Jackson R., ;.!odern Pr^c-lp^ 
.Education,. A, S. Barnes and Company, New fork, 1937« P» 64 
6 im; P. 
? 
8 
There is an abundance of data to show that large 
numbers of Americans have more leisure time that they have 
ever had before and that this condition will continue to 
exist in efinitely. This greatly increased amount, of 
leisure time offers opportunities that may cause either 
good or bad results. The history of nations and civilisa­
tions shows that when people have had abundance of leisure, 
there has been a tendency for them to go to excess in 
dlssapation an vice. 
There is a danger that the increase of leisure in 
American will result in degradation en« retrogression of 
society, but it also offers the opportunity for the de­
velopment of a much higher civilisation than we have ever 
The schools and colleges must catch known in this country. 
the spirit and vision of the new leisure in orde • that a 
new point of view and better un erstanding cf modern life 
may developed among the masses of the people. 
Physical education has a real and distinct challenge 
to take a leading part in the education of the masses of 
"The specific the increased leisure which has come to them, 
contributions which physical education can make are (1) to 
help the majority of people develop enough skill in definite 
recreational activities (2) to enable then to participate 




airing their leisure, and (3) to strive to develop in 
most people a love for and favorable attitudes and 
appreciations toward vigorous physical recreations which 
will servo to motivate participation in this form of 
recreation*" 
e cannot expect individuals to develop an interest 
in activities with which they have no acquaintance. 
Therefore, the primary function of the school, so far as 
education for leisure time is concerned, is to give the 
individual as favorable an Introduction as possible to 
a variety of such activities in the hope that he may 
develop interests in directions which will lead him Into 
a life long program of worthy activity on increasingly 
higher levels* 
The point is that education in the past has placed 
so much emphasis upon economic efficiency that it has 
tende toward the development of a type individual whose 
life inter*<ntt and appreciations are closely confine' to the 
narrow field of his vocation activity* Too many indi­
viduals do not know what to do with themselves when they 
7 Nixon, Eugene W* and Cozens, Fredrick V',, 
* to PhysjiBfil, fif B. Saunders Company, 
10 
are cmt of their vocational environment. To be sure these 
individuals conic receive help from a number of sources, 
but sine© they lack a background of previous participation, 
it is often impossible to arouse sufficient Inter st to 
lead them to seek help. The schools, therefore, must take 
a prominent part in developing leisure time Interests, 
r?hich we hope will carry over into later life. 
In its efforts to education for leisure time, the 
school should give the student a favorable introduction 
to variety of activities in each of the four ma^cr division 
-artistic, intellectual, social and physical. To the, 
physical educator it seems that the school should accomplish 
this by appropriate physical activities. 
Despite the fact that nan's leisure hours are approxi­
mately equal in number to his working hours the greater 
emphasis in our schools is still upon the vocational as­
pects of living. The greater contributions to leisure in 
the schools have been through the extra-curricular program 
which originated with the students and was, until compara­
tively recently, conducted by them without much coopera-
What people tion and assistance from the teaching staff. 
do with their leisure depends to a large extent upon their 
Much of the misuse and abuse of leisure time training. 
can undoubtedly be attributed to our educational programs. 
11 
8 
Heumeyer ana Heuraeycr states "One of the great needs In 
the future will not be to earn a living but to live a 
life, therefore, the schools must teach the children the 
profitable use of leisure. If e< ucation fails to train 
for leisure, for culture, ant for creative expression, 
then it has failed miserably," 
The author would like to make it known that the com­
mon Mistake, to assume that leisure time activities are 
to be used only by the Individual when he becomes an 
a ult, is far from the truth. Children of all ages have 
their leisure time, and it is important that they engage 
in worthy activities at such times* 
A not;, yet old, ethod in handling this situation is 
by recreation. In youth this metho can give opportunities 
for the young people to be together, and engage in those 
activities in which they desire to participate, There 
seems to be a natural urge for young boys to more around 
in groups. By taking advantage of this Impulse and with 
proper leadership, they can bo interested in activities 
which develop ski"5"*- t^at will carry over Into later life, 
at which they will use them in an adult recreation program. 
In adult life opportunities could be provided to hold the 
' Neuraeyer. Martin H» and Neuneyor, Tether S.,fcgisqfifi 
and .Recreation, Hew York, A, S, Barnes and Company, 193"» 
p. 4O!BSB 
12 
interest either by introducing new activities or by 
creating a program to carry on from youth. 
Many people who have not had an opportunity to par­
ticipate in a wide rang© of activities fail to take part 
when the opportunity presents itself. Regardless to par­
ticipation now in activities, some thought must be given 
to the hope for an abundant life for future generation# 
With this in view, we must center our attention on the 
prevention of maladjustment in individuals rather than 
wait to use correctiv measures later, "X hope you re­
cognise that all of us may focus our energies and talents 
on the use of recreation as a tremendous unrecognized 
force in the prevention of maladjustment." 
III, BEFIKITIOH OF TET"S 
9 
For the purpose of this study the term leisure time 
10 
means, "time free from occupation or engagement." 
This does not mean that unemployment constitutes 
speaking for the laboring nan, 
11 
leisure time, Pack, 
* Gardner, G,f "Hew Social Problem-Leisure," gghopl 
and Society. Ho. 1079 s August, 1935, P. 23; 
10 -abater's CoUsr?,"*" tlctionary. Flfth Mition, 
1948, p. 573 
11 Peek, Arthur, The Chullenr? Sac Sllan 
Company, Bellas, p. 12 
13 
Cecisivoly denied this. "The laboring man," he says, 
"maintain that une ployment is not an6 cannot be true 
leisure," 
"Leisure to many has meant loafing,« recreation had 
the significance of "offside amuser:©nt, often an^ thing 
but recreational in the true sense of the word," 
It may be said that leisure time is that time not 
occupied b; one's vocation. 
The types of leisure time activities aro active and 
passive activities are these activities which requires 
the extensive use of the big muscles of the body and are 
more or less vigorous in nature. Passive activities or 
hobbies are those activities which wo stress the use of 
mental facilities rather than physical are used more re­
laxation than for vigorous exercise. 
"Physical education is the sum total of man's physi­
cal activities, selected as to kind and conducted as to 
13 
outcome," 
"Physical education is that phase of the whole pro­
cess of education which is concerned with vigorous muscular 
^ Glover, Katharine, "Sfouth-Leisur© for Living 
Committee of Youth Problems, department of Interior, Office 
WT-ucl: St,TBgaSgi *; f! C., Bulletin 1936, Ho.'l|.ll 
p. 2 
13 Williams, Jessie F. and Erownell, Clifford, 
f^i^t-3IGompan0f gffi^paJBgfrI;hyalQq:i w* B* 
14 
activities and related responses, and with the modifica­
tions of the Individual resultant from these responses 
BRecreation is defined as refreshment of strength and 
lp 
spirits after toil," 
14 
IV, METHOI OF PROCEFERE 
In an effort to determine whether changes are needed 
in the recreational program of Prairie View Agricultural 
anc echanieal College, analyses wore made in the form of 
a cheek list to obtain the following information: (1) the 
student*s environment background, age and classification, 
(2) the student*s choice of leisure time activities and <3) 
the students desires as to new activities. 
Eight-hundred check lists with directions for answer­
ing were distributee to students (male) residing on the 
These check lists were given to the monitor* s of campus, 
each of the dormitories (Woodruff, Foster, H. Y* A, one and 
two, Trailer Areas, Veteran 3* 4, and 5 ®nc1 Schumacher) • 
These check list were returned and were analysed with re­
commendation being from the finding*s in the light of 
Uixon, Eugene W, and Cosens, Fredrick W,, Ij;t,recuc-
tion to Physical Education, W, E. Sawr ©rs Company, 1947, 
vrt 
* \5 Hash, Jay B., yho "P 
||avgrouKC9 anc- Baoreatlon. A. s. Barnes company, 1931, Of 
p. 
15 
activities and interests of the students. 
V, SCOPE OF STUDY 
This study was^ mace of six-hundred an* fifty male 
students of Prairie Viw Agricultural and Mechanical 
College of Prairie View, Texas curing the school year, 
1949-50. Prairie View College has an enrollment of 
proximately nine-hundred and eighty male students with 
slx-hun red and fifty answering questionnaires. 
ap-
VI. SOURCE OF DATA 
The data of this study, as shown in the appendix, 
were taken from replies to questionnaires of six-hundred 
and fifty male students ranging in age from sixteen to 
forty-four. Standard programs were studied of reports of 
recent research studied in the field of recreation made 
by leading; educational and national committees. 
VII. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
With the Increase in the amount of leisure time, 
different authors have made a study of the question and 
sought to determine how people were using this leisure 
time. 
Erma E. Wade, in her Master1 s Thesis, The Prrtifiipn-
tlr-n and Interest in Leisure Time.iLc£lvlilV Of t.hR Women 
16 
o,f rnl1 fjs,, has made a study of the women of lallas, 
The purpose of this study was to discover and 
report how the women of that city spent their time when 
Texas. 
not engaged in their daily occupation. 
Maynard Pet2;en made a study of the use of leisure 
time in European countries. 
17 
This study was divided in­
to two groups: organized and unorganised. The latter in­
cluded home an garden, outdoor life, wan ering, and 
traditional games and sports. The organized included 
all commercial recreation, By this study we have a di­
vision of leisure and recreation by commercial emphasis 
as related to recreational activities. 
Harry £. Edgren, Associate Professor of Physical 
Education in George Williams College, made a study of 
boys and girls In a number of schools ranging from those 
in the small towns to the Tuley High School on the west 
side of Chicago regarding their interests and participa­
te 
tion in out-of-schocl oation activities. 
Arthur Willit;..: lor, in hii Master's Thesis, 
•m 
16 Wad©, Brna E., Leisure Time Activities of BOM, 
Thesis, 1937 
1,r Petsen, aynard, Leisure flpd Its Use. Thesis, 1939 
18 Edgren, Harry 1.. "The Interests and Participation 
of Boys an" Girls in Health Education Activities, iflS 
'•W- Anorlggn Association of e^lth Research t Quarterly, ox t 
and Physical Education, PP 
17 
Tim Activities m _ Interest of Junior High school Bovs 
Ip. r'aco. Texasy stated that the recreational program of 
the West Junior High School of V.'aco, Taxes has been made 
in an effort to ascertain whether the progress Is meeting 
the new leisure time needs of the boys in terms of their 
\ 
activities j their interests, and the accepted standards 
of today# n 
! 
Joseph Dietrich Oliphant sate a study in writing his 
Llaster* s Thesis of, Tftq Wgure , qpd In-
freest Of the High School Boys of Webster Parish. The 
ultimate object of this study is to enable the people of 
Webster Parish to live more fully through participation 
in wholesome recreation# 
20 
VIII. TREATMENT OF DATA 
Replies of students to questionnaires were tabulated 
Chapter II presents the general 
characteristics of the group an environment of the group 
studied, 
parison# 
students filling out questionnaires. 
Tyler, Arthur W., Lp;Isyrp Tjrp ; JM-• 
Intorost of jA.m-, Hlrh AeSSoS Al 1.n "eco. -jtaaa, Miosis, 
1937 
and figured in per cents# 
Figure 1 of Chapter II shows the age group con-
Figure 2 shows the distribution by classes of 
Chapter III' teals 
w 
18 
with the physical activities ant Interest of male students. 
Table I of Chapter III shows the eleven most popular activi­
ties engages in at school. Also the comparison of the 
urban and rural students in activities and interest. 
Table V shows activities in which students would like to 
participate in but lack of facilities. Chapter IV presents 
some standards in the field of recreation made by lea din 
educators and national committees. Chapter V deals with 
the cultural and social activities in which male students 
engaged. Chapter VI states the leisure time activities or 





GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE GROUP AND 
ENVIRONMENT OF THE GROUP STUDIED 
In conflicting this survey, six-hunt'rod and fifty 
students (male) out of nine-hundred and eighty enrolled 
in Prairie View Agricultural and Mechanical College Filled 
Of this group, the ages were as fol-
10X7SS sixteen were sixteen, thirty were seventeen, eighty-
five were eighteen, one-hundred and four were nineteen, 
eighty-four were twenty, ninety were twenty-one, fifty-
four were twenty-two, forty-nine were twenty-three, thirty 
were twenty-four, twenty-seven were twenty-five, twenty-
six, fifteen were twe ty-seven, ten were twenty-eight, 
twelve were twenty-nine, thirteen were thirty, six were 
out questionnaireso 
thirty-one, two were thirty-two, one ivas thirty-six, and 
(See one was thirty-seven, and one was forty-four* 
figure 1). 
Thus it will be noted that the majority of the group 
were included between the ages of seventeen an twenty-
The average for the entire group is 21,8. 
In checking the classification of the different 
groups, it was foun that three were two-hun red and five 
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Figure 1 
COMPARISON OF AGE GROUPS 
21 
fifty-one sophomores out of two-hoar red and six, one-
hundred and forty-eight juniors out of two-hundred and 
one-hundred anc twenty-four seniors out of one-ten 3 
hundred and eighty-nine and twenty-one graduates out of 
twenty-seven filled out questionnaires, 
for graph of comparison). 
(See Figure 2 
From the information received, 
it is indicated that the holding power of the school be­
gan to fall in the junior year and continued falling 
through the senior class. 
By checking the enrollment with the registrar's office 
the exact per cent for each class could be determined. It 
was found that approximately thirty-five per eent of the 
seniors, twenty-five per cent of the juniors, twenty-seven 
per cent of the sophomores, thirty-five per cent of the 
freshmen and twenty-three per cent of the graduate students 
failed to fill out questionnaires. Making a total of 
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Figure 2 
DISTRIBUTION BY CLASSES OF STUDENTS FILLING OUT QUESTIONNAIRES 
22 
Four-hundred and forty students are from urban 




Chapter III deals with the physical activities and 
Interest of rale students included in the survey. 
I of this chapter shows the active activities Prairie View 
Agricultural and echanical College male students like to 
participate in best. 
Table 
Table II and III shows the activi­
ties offered urban anc rural students would like to par­
ticipate in best. Table IV shows the comparison between 
the activities that are rated by the students and the 
physical activities offered at school. Table V gives a 
comparison of the physical activities offered at Prairie 
View with desired activities of the students, Table VI 
shows activities not offered in which college male students 
would like to participate in. Table VII lists the activi­
ties that the students would like to learn. Table VIII 
lists activities participated in last semester (1949-50). 
Chapter I? shows some standards in the field of re­
creation as stated by experts and compared with the offer-
Table IX is a ed and desired activities of the students, 
rank comparison of high school boys interest with expert 
Table X lists activities contributing most to judgment. 
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college students. Table XI shows a physical education 
activity rograra in a representative group of women 
colleges. ' Table XII shows a study mace by Saxmcn of 
a comparisp.r. • known and desired activities. Table XIII 
shoW a comparison of the offered activities of Prairie 
Vie1# College with those of expert judgment. Table XIV 
shows a rani comparison of Prairie View College students 
interest with expert judgment, Table XV shows a comparison 
of cesirec activitios of the stu> ©nts with those of experts. 
Table. XVI shows a comparison of the physical activitios 
offered at Prairie View with desired activities of the 
students. 
Chapter V deals with the cultural and social activi­
ties an< interest in which male students engaged. Table 
XVII is a rank of the cultural activities of the rural 
schools. Table XVIII shows the rank of cultural activities 
urban students participated in. Table XIX is a comparison 
of cultural activities of urban an rural students. Table 
XX hows the passive activities engaged in by male students 
Table XXI shows the comparison of 
Table XXII 
of Prairie View College. 
passive activities of urban and rural students, 
shows the passive activities engaged in by rural students. 
Chapter VI gives a superficial survey of the recrea­
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Figure 3 
COMPARISON OF THE DISTRIBUTION OF 
URBAN ANT RURAL 
HOMES 
of the leisure time after school The general averag 
seemed to run rather lows a twenty-six hour weekly average 
This average, however, is 
probably caused by the agriculture communities and the 
type of physical education and recreation program that 
The average amount of leisure time for all 
was shown for the entire group# 
was used. 
urban students is thirty and one-tenth hours per week. 
The leisure tine average for the rural students is six 
and six-tenths hours a week than that of the stuc ents from 
the urban. 
"Any town or community with 2,500 or more inhabitants 
Less than 2,500 people in a constitutes an urban center. 
1 
community makes it rural»" 
Tegqs Alqmana<20 1941-49, p. 70 
CHAPTER IH 
PRAIRIE VIEW AGRICULOTUL AM? HECHAHICAL 
COLLEGE MALE STUTEBTS IOTER EST 
III PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES 
In a survey of the physical activities of the male 
students of Prairie View Agricultural and Mechanical 
College, It was found that, the students engaged in 
twenty recreational (physical) past times, Softball was 
by far the most popular, with six-hundred and three par* 
ticipating. Basketball was second in popularity, with 
five-hundred and eighty-two engaging in this game. 
Swimming had five-hun red am thirty-one interested in 
this activity; football had five-hundred am twenty-
seven players; basketball also proved to bo popular with 
five-hun reel and twenty-two players; camping, that is not 
offered but ranks high with experts was popular with a 
total of five-hun* red and sixteen; horseback riding was 
another activity not offered but ranked high with popularity 
having five-hundred and two engaging in this activity. 
The table found on the noxt page shows the popular 
activities engaged or interested in by the students while 
attending school# 
tfie 9. R. BJuiia library 
Prairie Vie* OnlTeraltp 
Prairie Vie*, fsxaa 
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TABLE I 
ACTIVE ACTIVITIES PRAIRIE VIE1" MALE STUTENTS 

































Kick Pin Ball 
Shuffle Board 
1 9?.7 
582 8.5 2 
537 2.6 3 
531 81.6 4 
527 81,0 5 
6 80.3 522 
516 I 79.3 902 77.2 
484 9 74.4 
468 10 72.0 
464 11 71.3 
382 58.7 12 
56.6 368 13 
49.2 14 320 
49.2 320 
16 286 44.0 
2?8 42.9 
38.4 11 290 
33.8 19 220 
32.3 20 210 





26.1 24 170 
24.6 29 160 
26 196 24.0 
21.8 U 142 i 21 140 20 29 134 
Table I shows the activities that the students like 
to participate in that was taken from the six-hun red and 
fifty questionnaires received. The table shows thau soft-
ball rank first with a number of 603 and a percentage of 
27 
92.7 5 Basketball ranked second with a total of 582 and 
a percentage of 89,5} Bicycling had a total of 537 
students interested in it and a percentage of 8 ,5} 
Swimming, a sport not offered at Prairie View but had 
531 students liking it best an a percentage of 8l,6; 
Touch Football had a percentage of 8l.O and 527 students 
ranked it fifth} Baseball had a total of 522 students 
liking it best as an activity with a percentage of 80.3 
ranking sixth} Camping was seventh and selected by 516 
students with a percentage of 79.3; Horseback Riding held 
the interest at 502 stucents in eighth place with a per­
centage of 77,2} Dancing was selected ninth by 484 
students having a percentage of 7^.4} Volleyball with a 
total of 484 students interested had a percentage of 72,0 
and ranked tenth} Tennis having a total of 464 students 
interested interested had a percentage of 71,3 and rank­
ing eleventh} Horseshoe Pitching ranked twelfth by 382 
students and a percentage of 5817; Croquet with a total 
of 368 was thirteenth and hod a percentage of 56.6} 
Skating §hd Golf tied fourteenth and fifteenth positions 
with a student interest of 320 and a percentage of 49.2} 
Bowling was sixteenth and liked by 286 students with a 
percentage of 44} Hiking is liked by 278 students in 
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seventeenth place with a percentage of 42,5; Canoeing 
is liked best by 250 students giving it a percentage of 
38,4 in eighteenth position; Gardening is liked best by 
220 students with a total of 33.8 per cent in nineteenth 
position; Archery has a percentage of 32,3 in twentieth 
place and liked by 210 students; Handball is liked by 
204 students with a percentage of 31,3 and talcing the 
twenty-first position; Badminton in twenty-second place 
and liked by 182 students had a total of 27,1 per cent; 
Fencing had a percentage of 26,4 ith 172 students select­
ing it as the best activity in the twenty-third position; 
Bodgeball having been selected by 170 students took the 
twenty-fourth position and a percentage of 26,1; Soccer 
ranked twenty-fifth with a percentage of 24,6 and select-
ed by 160 students; Speedball was selected by 156 students 
with a total of 24 per cent and ranking twenty-sixth; 
Field Hockey having 142 students liking it best ranked 
twenty-seventh with a percentage of 21,8; Kick Pin 3 all 
is liked best by 140 students in twenty-eighth position 
and a percentage of 21,5 an< Shuffle Board having twenty-
ninth position by 134 students with a total of 20,6 per 
cent. 
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The following table shows the activities offered 
urban students would like to participated in. 
TABLE II 
ACTIVITIES OFF ERF,I UHBAH STUDENTS WOULD 
LIKE TO PARTICIPATE IK 
ss 
•ACTIVITY STU1KHTS RAHK PER CKrIT 
Softball 88.1 393 1 
Basketball 




87.2 390 2 
84.9 3 
360 80.7 4 




Track 100 7 
58 8 Boxing 13.0 
mm 
^Bulletin of Prairie View College. 1949-50. P. 17 
The above table shows the fin- ings of the 446 urban 
students returning questionnaires as to their participa­
tion in physical activities offered. Softball ranking 
first in number had 393 students interested and a per­
centage of 88.I5 out of the 446 urban students 390 
selected Basketball for second position with a t^tal of 
87.2 per cent5 Touch Football was selected by 379 students 
in third position with 84.9 Par cent5 Tennis fourth by 
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360 students with a percentage of 80.7; Volleyball 
fifth with 80,2 per cent ant selected, by 358 students; 
Baseball an activity listed in the college bulletin but 
not taught was selected by 350 students in sixth place 
and a percentage of 78.2; Track was very low in seventh 
position being selected by 100 students and a percentage 
of 22.4 and Boxing was in eighth place with a percentage 
of 13.0. and selected by 58 students. Pro • these find­
ings one would say that the students desires are in keep­
ing with offered activities. The reasons given for not 
participating In the offered activities were: activities 




ACTIVITIES OFFERED RURAL STUDENTS WOULD LIRE 
TO PARTICIPATE IN 
LUMBER OF 
STIR RUTS RANK PER CENT 
98.0 










4.3 172 72.5 148 
53.9 I 110 50.9 104 
21.5 I 44 iiii 40 
•Bulletin of Prairie View College, 1949-50* P« 17 
Table III shows the results of 204 rural students 
answering questionnaires on physical activities offered. 
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Softball was first with 200 students interested and 98.0 
per cent; Basketball was selected, second by 192 students 
with a percentage of 94.1; Baseball had a percentage of 
84.3 for third position and selected by 172 students; in 
fourth position was Pootball being selected by 148 students 
with a percentage of 72.5? Volleyball held the interest of 
110 students in fifth place with a percentage of 53,9; in 
sixth place was Ton is as selected by 104 students and a 
percentage of 50,9; Boxing was seventh as selected by 44 
with a percentage of 21.5 and Track was In eighth place 
being selected by 40 students with 19.1 per cent, 
reasons given for not participating in off red acticities 
weres activities not being taught, lack of knowledge and 
the lack of facilities. 
The 
TABLE IV 
A COMPARISON BETWEEN THE RURAL AK1 URBAN STUDENT 
PARTICIPATION IN OFFERED HYSICAL ACTIVITIES 
TUT-7W TJX 
T* TTSf i!l ]^Tl SS5 
2 390 87.2 192 2 94.1 
3 379 84.9 148 5 72.5 
4 36O §0.7 104 6 50.9 
358 80.2 110 4 53.9 
350 78.2 172 3 84.3 
loo 22.4 40 8 19.1 






Volleyball 468 5 








A comparison was made of the urban and rural stuc ents 
Both the rural and urban in offered physical activities. 
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students ranked softball and basketball in first 
places. There was a difference in the ranking of the 




fiftn with u; e rural group; Tennis ranked fourth with the 
urban group and sixth with the rural group; Volleyball rank­
ed fifth with the urban group and fourth with the rural 
group; Baseball ranked sixth with the urban group and third 
with the rural group; Track ranked seventh with the urban 
group anr eighth with the rural group and Boxing ranked 
eighth with the urban group and seventh with rural group. 
Table V shows the comparison of the physical activities 
offered at Prairie View with desired activities of the 
students. In column one can be found the offered activities 
taken from the college bulletin; column two shows the number 
of students wanted to participate in activities; column three 
gives the percentage of each activity offered; column four 
shows the rank given each activity by students; column five 
shows the desired activity of the students; column six shows 
the number desiring to participate in activities; column 
seven shows the percentage of each desired activity, 
ball ran' ed first by both groups; Basketball Is ranked 
Soft-
second by both groups with $8?. students or 89.!? Per cent of 
Football the 650 students answering the questionnaires; 
ranked third under offered activities and fifth under de­
sired activities by 527 students or 81.0 per cent; Baseball 
/ 




A COMPARISON OF THE PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES OFFERER 
AT PRAIRIE VIEW WITH RESTEER ACTIVITIES 
OF THE STUDENTS 
/ 




















}\ ACTIVITY JI: ; It C ZIT IIA:IK 
,7 Softball 603 ^.0 1 
•/ Basketball 582 89*5 2 
/ Football 527 81.0 3 
Baseball 522 80,3 4 
Volleyball 468 72.0 5 
/ Tennis 464 71.3 6 
I Boxing 102 10.5 7 







516 79*3 ; 77.2 
74.4 484 9 
10 72.0 / 
464 11 71*3 
12 
382 58.7 Pitching 














27 Fleir Hockey 
28 Kick Pin Ball 
29 Shuffle Board 











24.6 160 25 






is ranked fourth under offeree activities while ranking 
sixth uncer cesired activities with 502 students or 80.3 
per cent of the group? Volleyball ranker fifth under the 
offered activities while being ranked tenth under cesired 
activities by 468 students or a percentage of 72,0; Tennis 
ranked sixth under offered activities and eleventh under 
desired activities with a percentage of 71,3; Boxing was 
seventh under offered activities is not ceisred by stud­
ents; Track another offered activity is not desired by 
Other activities listed as cesired and not students. 
offeree are- rV-v>c-?r*g, horseshoe pitching, croquet, skating, 
golf, bowling, Hiking, canoeing, gardening, archery, hand­
ball, badminton, fencing, docgeball, soccer,speedball, field 
hockey, kick pin ball and shuffle board. 
It must be mentioned that the offered activities were 
taken from the college bulletin. Such activities as box­
ing and track is not desired by students, but they do desire 
many other activities that are rated by experts in the fielc. 
The activities under the heading of offered activities does 
For it not mean that these activities are being taught, 
can be noted that they desire them. 
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TABLE VI 
ACTIVITIES HOT OFFEREE IN WHICH COLLEGE MALE 
STUDENTS WOULD LIKE TO PARTICIPATE IN 
MX Tm 
ACTIVITY ST 
88 36 2 19.0 
58 36 3 14,4 









































52 i 30 22 .0 44 34 6.7 10 
28 18 10 6 I 4.3 16 22 3.3 
16 20 3.0 4 9 
8 10 18 10 2.7 « 
4 18 2.7 14 
6 12 16 2.4 10 
6 16 2.4 10 






8 2.2 14 -
2.2 4 10 14 
1.8 10 12 
1.8 6 12 
1.5 4 10 
8 1.5 2 10 
6 1.2 8 
1.2 8 4 4 
6 •9 0 23 6 
6 .9 6 0 
6 2 4 
0 26 4 4 .6 0 4 
.6 0 4 4 
.3 0 29 2 2 
.3 0 2 2 
.3 0 2 2 
.3 0 2 2 
.3 0 2 2 
.3 2 0 2 
.3 2 0 2 .3 2 0 2 
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Table VI shows the activities not offeree" in which 
college male students would" like to participate in. In 
column one is a list of the activities wanting to par­
ticipate in; column two shows the number of students 
wanting to participate in retivities listed in column 
one; column three and four shows the localities of the 
group being studied; column five shows the rank given 
activities by students desiring them and column six 
shows the percentage of each activity. In listing the 
activities offered accor ihg to the college bulletin it 
is found, that only eight activities are offered for intra­
mural participation but these are not taught. Since one 
of the objectives of intramural sports is to take care 
of the masses in activities. It is a known fact that 
the students cannot an will not participate in activi­
ties if they have no knowledge of skills of the activity. 
So if the department is to be developed on a democratic 
and educational basis then the needs and desires of the 
students should be taken under consideration an< have 
these activities taught In the required course in Physical 
Education, As Williams, sale, "Since intramural athletics 
serve the mass of stur ents where as interscholastic compe­
tition restricts participation to possessing superior 
37 
skills. The intramural program is superior to inter-
school athletics for the purpose of education.* 
One of the leaders in the Field of Physical Educa­
tion had this to says 
An education which trained young people for work, 
but not for play, for labor but not leisure, for 
toil, but not for recreation was a half-done job. 
The traditional method.... of loe Ing young people 
with knowledge, mostly in the form of book learn­
ing and then turning them loose on the world with 
the creative part of them undeveloped, with no 
skills, no interests for the occupation of their 
leisure, was a procedure humanly inadequate and 
socially dangerous.2 
Since the physical education can contribute to such 
things ass (1) help the majority of people develop enough 
skills la ©finite recreation activities (2) enable one to 
participate successfully in activities during leisure 
time (3} serve to motivate develop favorable attitude and 
love vigorous physical recreations activities. 
It is the duty of the physical education department-
to meet the new needs and desires of the students. For 
the data has indicated that cn paper the program is still 
And since the not meeting the needs of the students, 
activities are not being taught then the program is in­
adequate. 
I Williams, Jes:i© 
Bby?lpel ncucr.i^xon, W 
£&i 
, P. 64 
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TABLE VII 
A LIST OF POPULAR ACTIVITIES THAT THE STUDENTS 
TGULT LIKE TO LEARN 
NUMBER OF 
STUDENTS RANK URBAN PUR AT, PF"; PP.TJT 
23.0 











































150 1 90 
142 2 
116 62 3 54 17.8 
78 4 54 24 12.0 
76 5 11.6 44 
76 11.6 14 
62 4 8 I 14 .5 58 26 32 .9 
5? 8.0 9 32 "0 
4k 10 30 20 7.0 
36 26 11 5.5 10 
36 5.5 24 12 
5.3 34 13 22 12 
5.3 14 20 34 
18 28 15 10 ".3 
16 28 4.3 12 
3.3 12 10 22 11 18 2.7 4 14 
8 3 16 2.4 19 
6 8 2.1 40 14 
2.1 4 10 14 
1.5 6 4 22 
1.5 6 4 10 
1.5 8 2 10 
6 1.5 4 10 6 1.2 8 26 2 
1.2 8 • 0 
1.2 4 8 4 
1.2 4 8 4 
1.2 8 0 0 
1.2 8 0 8 6 .9 6 0 32 .9 2 4 6 6 .9 0 6 .9 2 4 6 .9 2 4 6 
:! 
4 2 1 2 38 2 4 .6 2 2 4 .3 0 2 40 2 .3 0 2 2 
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TABLE VII CONTINUED 
MTT*tP pp. Qp 





DBBAN RURAL PER rpriT 
2 2 0 :3 2 0 2 2 0 2 :3 2 0 2 
Table VII shows a list of popular activities that 
the students would like to learn according to locality. 
In column one can be found the activities students would 
like to learn; column two shows the number of students 
selecting activities^ column three is the rani-: given in­
dividual activities; column four and five gives the locali­
ty of groups surveyed; column six shows the percentage of 
individual activities wanting to be learned by the groups. 
It may be found that the rank according to locality is 
similar with such sports as Golf, Tennis, Skating, Hand­
ball, Swimming, Boxing and Wrestling are only a few activi­
ties with a high per cent of similarity of each group 
surveyed. 
The group surveyed totaled six-hundred and fifty 
students with the following findings: Golf had a total of 
150 students or a percentage of 23«0; Bowling with 142 
students or a percentage of 21.8; Tennis with a total of 
116 students or a percentage of 17*8; Archery with 78 
40 
students or a percentage of 12.0 of the group wanting to 
The remaining activities wanting to learn learn it. are: 
Skating, Fencing, Field Hockey, S?;imming, Shuffle Board; 
Soccer, Badminton, Speed Ball, Kick Pin Ball, lodgeball, 
Croquet, Piano, Bancing, Canoeing, Boxing, Football, 
Horseback Riding, Basketball, Volleyball, Baseball and 
many others, It should be mentioned that the college 
indicate some to these activities are being offered. But 
the data collected indicated that the activities are offer­
ed, but are not taught in the physical education required 
The reason given for these activities n t being courses. 
taught are: male students are not required to take physi­
cal education and lack of facilities o1 the desired activi-
Agaln it can be 
said that the time is here for the student ot be educated 
in the use of leisure as well as book learning, 
this new demand the department will have to broaden its 
program to meet the needs and desires of the students. 




LIST CF ACTIVITIES PARTICIPATE! IN LAST SEMESTER 
1949-50 
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110 74 16.9 4 
98 60 38 I 15.0 14.4 66 28 4 
50 2 12.6 30 
66 54 12 10.1 
64 9.8 34 30 9 
8 6.1 40 3? 10 
38 f ! 6 5.8 12 11 
28 38 5.8 10 
36 18 18 5,5 13 
5.2 14 34 20 14 
6 4,6 15 24 30 
6 28 16 22 4.3 
16 3.0 11 4 20 16 18 2.7 2 
6 6 2.1 19 14 
8 1.2 20 4 4 
8 1.2 8 0 
1.2 8 4 4 









.6 2 0 4 .6 2 2 4 .6 0 4 4 .4 25 2 1 3 26 .3 2 0 2 .3 2 0 .3 2 0 2 
Table VIII shows the activities the male students 
participated in this past semester (1949-50, second) as 
taken from the return of six-hun red am fifty questionnaires. 
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The table also shows the activities participated by 
all students. It will give the rank along with the 
cent ago of activity participated in. It night be well 
to mention that again locality and knowledge 0f activi­
ties can be given as the reason for not having a larger 
group of participants. The table will show that the 
physical activities on an average had less participants 
than other leisure time activities. 
per-
CHAPTER IV 
SOME STANDARDS IN THE FIELD 
In studying the standards in the field of leisure 
time recreation, the author finds that there have been 
few definite standards set, however, there is abundant 
of material regarding standards in physical education. 
In selecting material to be used as standards, the 
following questions were considered? 
1. Were the educators who made this study considered 
authorities on the subject? 
2. Has the study been made within the past ten years? 
3. "oulf this material apply to Texas? 
4. "as a sufficient number of cases studied to make 
this information authentic? 
In setting up standards for any program, the aims are 
important factors to consider. This is emphasized by 
1 
Kennemans 
The aims and purposes of physical education from a 
superficial observation of the social system in 
which we now function and especially from a con­
sciousness that social system might be improved. 
There are many things physical education can do 
and is doing. It mays 
1 Kenneman, John A., "An Evaluation of Physical Ecuca-
tion," Journal of Health and Physical Education. Fecember, 
1934, p. 321 
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1. Offer broad, valid programs, so that all who are 
fit may participate. 
2. Emphasize activities that accomodate large groups. 
3. Require skilled supervision. 
4. Emphasize sports at low cost. 
5. Cause administrators to see the need of this form 
of physical education. 
The physical education an< leisure time activities 
are changing to meet modern trends of tomorrow. Scholar­
ship has been ignored to a large extent: however, this 
phase is passing, and the modern tendency is for schools 
to stress athletics as a part of physical education and 
a constructive use of leisure time. This attitude is 
emphasized by Hugo Bexdek, who says: 
The force and consistency with which leading educators 
and certain educational agencies have criticized some 
of the administrative practices in athletics are 
sufficient to make us stop for careful consideration 
of athletics. 
In the first place, the status of athletic scholar­
ships is still a very vital question. The effect 
of scholarships upon self reliance, in< epenc ence, 
mental resiliency, an< freedom of thought anc 
expression is a question not lightly put asice. 
The "tramp athlete" has all but disappeared because 
of existing eligibility rules regarding former 
3 
2 Jbid, p. 321 
3 Bexdek, Hugo, "Modern Trends in Athletics," Journal. 
of Health and Physical Education. May, 193°: P* ->l) 
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athletic participation. Today the same scholar­
ship requirements are applied to athlete and 
non-athlete alike. In fact, in some schools and 
colleges the athlete is required to maintain 
scholastic average higher than that of the 
ordinary student. It is interesting to note that 
such high standards are seldom applied to those 
participating in the other extra-curricular 
activities. 
Schedules are also being planned with special re­
ference to the player's health and his scholastic 
obligations. The long heavy schedules of certain 
junior and senior high schools are to be condemned. 
The history of athletics shows that it was forced 
to grow up outside the favor and jurisdiction of 
the educational administrator. Administrators in 
schools and colleges were literally forced to re­
cognize athletics an- begin to enter the educa­
tional f^ld. The modern trend is that athletic 
directors are making every effort to cooperate with 
the administration and all of Its policies. An 
example of this effort to become a part of the 
institution is the almost-universal practice of 
having the coach a bona fide member of the faculty. 
The seasonal coach has been replaced by one whose 
training rank, tenure, an* salary are comparable 
with other faculty members. 
The modern trenr in coaching methods is to consider 
critically whether the material is organized logi­
cally and psychologically. 
Never before has the health of the athlete received 
such serious study. In former days, the health ex­
amination of every player on the squad prior to 
participation was virtually unknown. Boys were 
permitted to play who were tubercular, who 
<efective hearts and other physical defects. To­
day, not only are athletes examined before tut also 
after the season* s participation. Before long there 
will be available insurance schemes which are reason­
able an practical enourh to protect every high 
school and college athlete. 
a 
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According to Lies in his book, The Mew Leisure 
Challenges the School, the new program should provide for 
4 
the following: 
1. Furnish opportunities to develop initiative, 
leadership, and form habits of loyality and cooperati on. 
2. Provide opportunities for training in all forms of 
social conventionalities of courtesies set? how to act as 
hosts and hostesses, the technique of introructions and 
formalities of public society. 
3. Satisfy the instinctive impluses and craving of 
adolescent nature, as desire for social intercourse, 
rivalry in stunts, the Instinct of play, love of social 
approval, an self assertiveness. 
4. Furnish social enjoyment for those whose home 
environment would make such activities impossible. 
5. Develop better feeling of companionship between 
teachers, pupils, and parens to meet on a social plans. 
6. Give moral training through social contacts, and 
develop the spirit of altruism through planning for the 
enjoyment of others. 
7. Brighten school life and increase its holding power. 
8. Train in habits of harmless enjoyment of leisure. 
Another standard for school recreational activities 
is that of the recommendations and requirements of the 
These courses set up criteria to State Course of Study, 
be followed in physical education. 
4 Lies, Eugene 
Schools, Journal of Health and Physical BdUCfltlop, 
V, November, 1934, pp. 140-141 




The State Course of Study for Texas states* 
Instruction in physical education shall be es­
tablished and made a part of the course of in­
struction and training in the public elementary 
and secondary schools of the state by September 
1, 1930. The State Superintendent of Public 
Instruction shall prepare course of instruction 
for the public schools of the state for the 
purpose of carrying out this act. 
The standarc seg forth by the State T epartraent of 
Education includes 
1. A minimum time allotment of one-hundred and twenty 
minutes per week. 
2. A- minimum of thirty minutes of definite health in­
struction per week, 
3. A regular scheduled daily period devoted to the 
physical and health program, with three or four devoted to 
instruction in physical education activities and one to 
two devoted to special health instruction. 
4, Physical and Health periods must be thirty minutes 
in length. I efore school, recess, noon, or after school 
periods are not regular instruction periods, but 
usually free play or laboratory periods even though they 
may be supervised. They may not be used as instructional 
periods unless the school day is definitely lengthened or 
so ar anged as to include these as regular class periocs. 
are 
5. It is recommended but not required that opportunity 
for additional participation and play be provided for dur­
ing or after school hours, in which pupils may play 1or 
the sake of individual enjoyment and recreation, ant may 
put into practice the instructions they recdlve during tne 
regular class periods. 
•5 . , , jMllleJLcfrpQi Laws Q£ Teaas, 
Act 1st Legislature, Regular Sessi 
£ Cramlet, Thodore, Physical Activities, p. 





RAM COMPARISON OF HIGH SCHOOL BOYS INTEREST 
WITH EXPERT JUDGMENT* 
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Heavy apparatus 
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11 1 30 
29 29 
19 30 
Thg •Voltmer, Edward F», and Esslinger, Arthur A., J 
Organization and Adr-ftnist^ticn Physical M.us£LiQa» 
p. 108 
The above table is an Interesting study mace re­
ported on by William La Porte, Chairman of the Seventh 
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Annual Research Report, in connection with the correlation 
between high school stu ents interests and expert Judgment 
in regard to recreation activities. In the first column 
of the table, the activities are listed in order or ranks; 
in column two, the activities ranked by the students and 
in column three, the activities ranked by the experts, 
The committee made the following conclusions from 8 
this study, 
1, Age was an important factor in determining interest, 
2, "Experience was a major factor in determining in­
terest. 
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Playground Ball f»l 
Golf 2*^ 
Boxing ? *f. 
Handball 9*Z 
Water Polo y*i 
11 1 "'I'iliii^oport" of the co 
Curriculum Research," arch, 1933» P. 
144-161 __ 
T 7 ha Porte, W. R,, The, R^earch jJ^Tp. 10-U 
African tfw&pnl lYncetion Mr.oclptHa, lay, 193J. P« 
® m&t p. n 
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Table X shows results of a study made by the committee 
on Curriculum Research with activities that contributed 
In column one we fine the rank 
V 
most to college students, 
given the activity5 column two lists the activities select­
ed as the ones contributing most to college students as 
carry over value; anr column three gives the percentage of 
each activity b experts. 
TABLE XI 
THE PHYSICAL EDUCATION ACTIVITY PROGRAM IN A 
REPRESENTATIVE GROUP OF WOMEN'S 
COLLEGES 
NO. OF RANK OF AVERAGE PER RANK 
COLLEGES ACTIVITY NO. OF CENT AS TO 
OFFERING ACCORDING LAYS OF PER 






























Track and Field 
20 54 2 
13 52 3 
23 07 51 4 15 5.5 50 
3 5.5 50 







11 33 7 Golf 12 31 19 13 27 
9 La Porte, W. R., "Report of the Committee on Curriculum 
^Research," n search Quarterly. March, 1933> PP* 1 r""i 
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TABLE XI CONTINUED 
•WWll.llllK.BM 
NO. OF RAN:. OP AVERAGE PER RAffF""" 
COLLEGES ACTIVITY NO. OF CENT AS TO 
OFFERING ACCORTING DAYS OF PER 
TO NO. OF TAUGHT TIME CENT OF 











riving 14.5 46.30 
Soccer 26 14.5 29.69 
1 anish Gymnastics 25 16 39.64 
Tumbling 24 17 32.00 
Feck Tennis 21 18 29.04 
stunts 20 19 31.60 
Hiking 18 20 26.66 
Pyramlcs 13 21 34.27 
Speedball 11 22 37.36 22.33 11 
Apparatus 9 23 27.77 22.58 
Fieldball 7 24.5 45. 3 27.36 5 
Natural Gv: .nasties Z ZtLul ESZ2 ,,,25 
•Voltraer, Edward F.. and Arthur A, Esslinger. "ItLS 




Table XI shows the results of the study mace by 
of over sixty colleges of the Physical 
10 
Margret Barr 
activities that were provided for participation. Column 
one shows the number of colleges, column three shows the 
average number of days activity taught, column four shows 
the per cent of time in program and column five the rank 
£3 to per cent of time. 
Table XII presents records obtained; in a study by 
headed known activities, 
11 
Ethel Saxman. In the column 
the activities which the students know and in which they 
Activist SftSSTiS 
October, 1933, PP. 117-131 
11 Saxman, Ethel, student P*;0 °T phvs^l Firugflttan 
in Leisure TimeT pp. 16-20 
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engaged are ranked according to students preference, 
the column headed desire; activities, the activities 
ranked according to the student's desire to learn for 
in leisure time. A significant fact brought out by this 
ta le is that the activitiesj such asi Swimming, Tennis, 
lancing, and Golf were those the students wished most to 
learn and were also ranked highly by people who had al­




The author would like to give this time his reasons 
for the ranking of high school activities and those of 
college women in this study. It is the opinion of the 
leaders in the field of Physical Education that if a high 
school program- meet the standards of the experts then the 
carry over value into college will be great, In fact, 
there is no great difference between those activities 
selected for high school and college students. 
"The play interest of college men and women are more 
similar than they have "been since the early elementary 
i 
grades. There is a strong tendency for them to play to­
gether during the college years in some of the milder 
activities* such as: Golf, Badminton, Tennis and Volley-
12 
all," 
12 Voltmer, and 'sslin-er, OP, Cit., p. 124 
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TABLE XII 
A COMPARISON OF KNOWN ANI DISIRBT ACTIVITIES* 






































Camping 16 Soccer 
•Saxman. Ethe}., Students Hse of PhYiT'Cr^ 
In Leisure Time, pp. 16-20 
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It might he mentioned at this time that there seem to 
he a close relationship between the interests of college 
men and tl e activities most valuable by physical educa­
tion authorities. However, when the activities for the 
college program are selectee the needs of the college 
students deserve as much consideration as their interest. 
The college program has not met adequately one of the 
greatest needs of the college students. This need is 
for training in leisure time recreation activities, 
particularly those v?hich are needed in adult life. If 
the student leaves college without this preparation, the 
chances are that he will never receive it. In a study 
of the recreational interest of nine-hundred anc ninety 
professional men Scott discovered that the following 
activities all had a large following! golf, tennis, box­
ing, basketball, swimming, handball, volleyball, squash, 
fishing, hikin; , gardening, hunting, boating, ant skat-
13 
ing. 
The following list of activities is based on the in-
ks it should be beginn-terests and needs of college men. 
ing courses in all of these activities are necessary for 
13 Scott, H. H., "Physical Recreation anc ^ercise 
for Business Ten," The Hati?"^Health. January, ) f 
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•Voltmer, Edward F., and Esslinger, Arthur A. , Thg 
Organization and Administration of Physical Education, 
p. 120 
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those students who lack fundamental training in the 
which interest them, 
be offered for those with an adequate background who de­
sire to go further. 
sports 
Likewise, advancer courses should 
TABLE XIII 
A COMPAFISOH OF THE OFFER EI ACTIVITIES OF PRAIRIE 
VIEW COLLEGE WITH THOSE OF EXPERT JUIGMENT 
OFFERED EXPERT 
RANK JUIC,:E TIT 
PER 
ACTIVITIES* HUMDER 
603 Softball 92.0 1 Swimming 
and living 
Tennis 582 89.5 Basketball 2 
81.0 527 Football 3 Football 
80.3 522 Baseball 4 Basketball 























Water Polo 14 
•Bulletin of Prairie Vie- CoIleggV 
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Table XIII shares the comparision of offeree activi­
ties with those of experts judgment. Column one list 
the offered activities at Prairie View College Intramural 
program; column two shows che number of students; column 
three list the percentage; column four gives the rank and 
column list the activities selected by the experts. The 
table shores that among the first ten listed under expert 
judgment, we fine that the offered include four activities, 
(basketball, football, baseball, and tennis); softball 
ranking one under offered activities is not listed under 
expert judgment; Volleyball is listed fifth under offered 
activities and fifteenth under expert judgment; Track rank­
ing seventh under offered activities and not listed under 
expert judgment; and Boxing is listed eighth under offer-
It can ed activities and. twelfth un er expert judgment, 
be seen that there is a need to broaden the program to 
meet the needs of all. 
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TABLE XIV 
RAM COMPARISON OF PRAIRIE VIEW COLLEGE 
STUDENTS INTEREST WITH EXPERT 
JUTGHENT 
ACTIVITY* STUDENT RANK EXPERT HANK* 
Swimming and 




















*Voltmer, Edward F,, an Esslinger, Arthur A.> 










Table XIV shows the rank comparison of Prairie View 
College male students interest with expert judgment, 
column one is listed the activities selected by experts 
as contributing most to college students; column two shows 
how the students rank the activities according to their 
desires and interests; column three shows the rank given 




It should be noted that the students ranked only 
three of the activities in the first ten listed by the 
There were three activities not ranked by the experts. 
students in the first ten but is done by the experts, 
two reasons why the students did not select the activities 
alone with the experts: (1) lack of knowledge or interest 
The 
and (2) lack of facilities. 
Table XV found on the next page shows the comparison 
of the desired activities of the students with the expert 
judgment, In column one is listed the desired activities 
of the students; column two shows the number of students 
desiring each activity according to the six-hundred and 
fifty questionnaires filled out; column three shows the 
percentage of each activity selected by students; column 
four shows the rank given each activity by students and 
experts; column five shows the activities selected by 
experts to contribute most to college students and column 
six shows the percentage given activities by experts, 
Softball an activity selected by the students ranked 
first by six-huncred and three students was not listed by 
the experts; Swimming and riving ranked first by the ex­
perts and fourth by the five-hundred and thirty-one 
students; Tenrds ranked second by the experts while being 
selected eleventh by four-hundred and sixty-four stu< erts, 
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TABLE XV 
A COMPARISON OF TESIREI ACTIVITIES OF THE STUDENTS 




NUliBER CENT RANK EXPERTS CENT 
0O3 92.7 I Swimming and 8.3 
Diving 
Softball 






4 Basketball 7.3 
5 Squash and 
Squash Tennis 7.2 
















516 79. I 6.8 77. 6.8 
6.7 74.4 4< 
4i 72.0 
6.7 
464 6.7 Tennis 
Horseshoe 
Pitching 
11 Golf 71.3 

















6.7 12 Boxing 
13 Handball 
14 Water Polo 
15 Volleyball 




















278 11 250 








I dO 142 140 
29 134 
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Football ranked third by the experts was selected fifth 
by five-hundred and twenty-seven students; Basketball 
ranked fourth by the experts was placed second by the 
five-hundred and eighty-two students; Squash and Squash 
Tennis ranked fifth by the experts was not selected by 
the students; Soccer ranked sixth by the experts was not 
listed in the first fifteen activities by the students, 
but can be found in the desired column; Baseball ranked 
seventh by the experts is ranked sixth by five-hundred 
and twenty-two students; Life-Saving is ranked eighth by 
experts and cannot be found un er desired column; Speed-
ball is ranked ninth b the experts is not listed in the 
first fifteen, but can be found under desired column; 
playground Ball ranked tenth by the experts cannot be 
found under desired column; Golf ranked eleventh by the 
experts while being ranked fifteenth by three-hundred and 
twenty students; Boxing ranked twelfth by the experts is 
not desired by the students; Handball rani-red thirteenth 
by the experts is not listed in the first fifteen desired 
be found under desired activities of he stucents, but can 
activities; Vater Polo ranked fourteenth by the experts 
while not being desired by the students; Volley all ranked 
fifteenth by experts is not listed in the first fifteen of 
the desired activities of the students, but can be found 
under desired activities. Such activities as Boxing, 
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Polo, Squash, and life-Saving were not listed as cesired 
There is evidence to indicate activities by students, 
that the reason for those activities being cesired are! 
lack of knowledge, locality an the lack of facilities. 
It should be the objective of the department to teach or 
give the students a chance to develop knowledge and skill 
in the activities. 
TAELE XVI 
A COMPARISON OF THE PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES OFFERED AT 
PRAIRIE VIE' WITH DESIRED ACTIVITIES 
OF THE STUDENTS 
PER DESIRED 































82.6 537 52 7 81.6 531 522 
527 81.6 460 80.3 522 464 
516 79.3 102 















9 468 72.0 10 464 71.3 11 
12 
382 
368 13 49.2 320 1-- 49.2 320 
44.0 286 16 42.5 278 17 
18 38.4 250 33.4 220 19 
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'BohT RANK ACTIVITY ^pETER CENT 
20 Archery 210 1 
21 Handball 
22 Badminton 182 27 1 
23 Fencing 172 ?6A 
Dodgeball 170 26 1 
25 Soccer 
2o Speedball 1% 24.0 
27 Field Hockey 142 21.8 
28 Kick Pin 
Ball 140 21.5 
PER 
3?,3 254 31-3 
160 24.6 
29 Shuffle 
Board. R4 20.6 
•Bulletin of Prairie View College. 1949-50, p. 17 
Table XVI shows the comparison of the physical activi­
ties offeree at Prairie View with desired activities of the 
In column one can be foun the offered activities 
taken from the college bulletin; column two shows the number 
of students wanted to participate in activities; column 
three gives the percentage of each activity offered, column 
four shows the rank given each activity by students; column 
five shows the desired activity of the students; column six 
shows the number desiring to participate in activities; 
column seven shows the percentage of each desired -activity• 
Softball ranked first by both groups; Basketball is ranked 
second by both groups ??ith $82 students or 89*5 Per cent of 
the 650 students answering the questionnaires; Football 
ranked third under offered activities and fifth unr er de-
si area activities by 527 students or 81.0 per cent; Baseball 
students. 
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is ranked fourth uncer offered activities while ranking 
sixth under desired activities with 502 students or 80.3 
per cent of the group? Volleyball ranked fifth under the 
offered activities while being ranked tenth under desired 
activities by 468 students or a percentage of 72.0; Tennis 
ranked sixth under offered activities and eleventh under 
desired activities with a percentage of 71.3? Boxing was 
seventh under offered activities is not desired by stud­
ents? Track another offered activity is not desired by 
students. Other activities listed as desired ahf not 
offered are: dancing, horseshoe pitching, croquet, skating, 
golf, bowling, hiking, canoeing, gardening, archery, hand­
ball, badminton, fencing, dodgeball, soccer, speedball, 
field hockey, kick pin ball and shuffle board. 
It must be mentioned that the offeree activities '.ere 
taken from the college bulletins. Such activities as box­
ing and track is not desired by students, but they co ce-
sire many other activities that are rated by experts in 
the field. The activities under the heading of offered 
that these activities are being 
taught. For it can be noted that they desire then. 
activities does not m an 
CHAPTER V 
CULTURAL ANT SOCIAL ACTIVITIES AH! INTEREST 
IN WHICH MALE STUDENTS ENGAGED 
Church organization are popular with college students 
while in high school, with six-hundred an<. ninety-four 
being from rural centers; the boys scout organization ranks 
secon* among this list with a number of four-hundred and 
eighty for the entire group and one-hundred and thirty-five 
coming from the rural. It was felt that more would have 
taken part if this activity had been sponsored by the 
school. 
Choral clubs ranked high on this list with a total of 
four-hundred and forty-two; the community clubs ranked very 
low with two- rune red an eighty-six, this war tkoi Wt to be 
due to the lack of facilities and leadership. 
T\vo-hunf red ant eighty-eight stud ents took advantage 
; -- " 
of the existing facilities of the various Young &n Chris­
tian Association Organizations, it is not surprising that 
this organization ranked so low -est of the students 
come from small centers anc lack facilities of such nature. 
The interest of the college students in cultural 
(rural and urban) activities in school are in many cases 
i; entical. A comparison of the nine popular activities 
66 
participated in by urban and rural stu eats shows 
cases the activities are the same, 
TAELE XVII 
RAM OF THE CULTURAL ACTIVITIES OF THE RURAL SCHOOLS 
that in 
ACTIVITY NUMBER RANK PER CENT 
Church Organization 194 1 95.0 
118 Choral Clubs 2 57.8 
Boy Scouts 
Eramatic Clubs 
90 3 44,1 
72 4 35.? 
66 Community Clubs 
Iebating Clubs 




44 7 21.1 
Banc 18 8 8.8 
Cheer Leaders 8 3.9 9 
Table XVII shows the cultural activities of the two-
hundred anc" four rural students answering questionnaires 
with the p r cent of each. In the first column can be 
found the activities; in column two can be foun the num­
ber of stu ents selecting activity; in column three can be 
fount the rank given the activities according to the num­
ber of students selecting the activity and column four 
gives the per cent of each activity. The column indicate 
.1 
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that the students would participate in such activities 
as Young Men Christian Association, Band and Cheer Leaders 
and Dramatic Clubs if they had the knowledge of them. 
TABLE XVIII 
RANK OF CULTURAL ACTIVITIES URBAN STUTENTS PARTICIPATED 
IN 
ACTIVITY NUMBER RANK PER CENT 
436 Church Organizatioh 1 97.7 
89.8 Boy Scouts 
Choral Clubs 
390 2 
328 73.5 3 
Young Men Christian 
Association 54.7 4 244 
51.5 5 Dramatic Clubs ?30 




30.4 136 7 
24.6 8 110 
0.4 18 9 Cheer Leaders 
Table XVIII shows the cultural activities urban male 
students participated in taken from the four-huncrec and 
forty-six questionnaires answered by the urban students. 
Column one shows the activities participates in; column 
two shows the total number of urban students answering 
questionnaires; column three shows the rank of each 
activity selected by stu< ents of this group. 
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TABLE XIX 
A COMPARISON OF CULTURAL ACTIVITIES OF URBAN ANI RURAL 
STUFENTS 
ALL 
ACTIVITY STu'lT.NTS URI AN RURAL RANK PER CENT 
Church Organiza- 630 
tion 
436 194 1 96.9 
480 Boy Scouts 390 90 2 73.8 
446 328 Choral Club 118 68.6 3 
Iramatic Clubs 302 230 72 46.1 4 
Young Men 
Christian 
Association 288 5 244 44 44.3 




136 66 202 7 31.0 
8 19.6 128 18 110 
8 Cheer Leaders 26 18 0.4 9 
Table XIX shows the comparision of the rural ant 
urban students participating in cultural activities as 
taken from the six-hundred am- fifty questionnaires re-
Column one shows activities! 
column two shows the number of students selecting activity; 
column three lists number of urban students an column 
turned by the stucents. 
four lists the number of rural students participating in 
activities} column five lists the rank of each activity anc 
It can be said column six gives per cent of each activity• 
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that the urban and rural groups ranked such activities 
church organization, cheer leaders and community clubs in 
the same position. Such activities as Boy Scouts and 
Community Clubs stand out among the urban group. This 
could be because f localit: and leadership, 
TABLE XX 
PASSIVE ACTIVITIES ENGAGE! IN BY URBAN MALE 
STUT «1NTS OF PRAIRIE VIE" COLLEGE 
as 














96.4 1 430 
406 2 1.0 





50.2 224 I 43.0 192 





19.7 88 12 
Table XX shows the passive activities the urban male 
students participated in according to the four-hun red and 
Column one shows the forty-six answering questionnaires, 
activities engaged in by the students; column two shows 
number of students participated in activities; column three 
shows the rank of activities selected by students ano 




PASSIVE ACTIVITIES ENGAGE! IN BY RURAL MALE 
STUTENTS OF RAIL IE VIM COLLEGE 
NUMBER RANK PER CENT ACTIVITY 
1 204 10.0 Movie 
164 80.3 2 Radio 
78.4 160 3 Fishing 
70.5 4 144 Cares 





6 45.0 92 
82 40.1 7 
8 37.2 76 
34.3 70 9 Writing 
28.4 58 10 Pets 
21.5 11 44 Piano 
7.8 16 12 lice 
Table XXI shows the passive activities of rural 
students that was taken from the two-hundred and four 
Column one rural students filling out questionnaires, 
lists activities asked students to rate; column two 
the number of students selecting different activities; 
different activities 
cent of each 
column three shows the rank of the 




COMPARISON OF PASSIVE ACTIVITIES OF URBAN 
ANI RURAL STUI'ENTS 
ACTIVITY STUTENTS URTAM RURAL RANK PER CENT 
604 Movie 
Fishing 










400 204 1 op q 
430 160 2 9 '9 
406 138 3 
370 144 4 79.0 





402 310 92 
300 76 224 46.1 262 192 '0 40.3 260 17g 62 9 40.0 
198 58 10 39.3 
102 44 11 22,4 




Table XXII shows the comparision between the urban and 
rural students in passive activities of the six-hundred and 
fifty filling out questionnaires. Column one shows the 
activity participated in; column two lists the number of 
students selecting activity; column three and four lists 
the students according to locality; column five gives the 
ranks of activities selected and column six gives each 
activities per cent. It was found that there was a simi-
larity in the selecting of passive activities by both 
rural and urban students. 
It seems to the author that there should have been 
Space was left in 
It seems, 
some other social activities listed, 
"the questionnaires for that special purpose, 
also, that the students should have listed some of the 
72 
activities in which they were not engaged, but in which 
they were interested. This might have been because they 
were not familiar enough with other activities to know 
vhether or not they would like to take part. The majority 
of individuals like those activities which they know best. 
The college students, therefore, will have to be introduced 
to other activities before they know enough of them to 
state whether they would like to take part. 
CHAPTER VI 
LEISURE TIME ACTIVITIES OR RECREATION PROGRAM 
FOR MALE STUT E1TTS AT PRAIRIE VIEW 
AGRICULTURAL AIII MBSHAJflCAL 
COLLEGE 
"Too sharp a line between recreation an* ©Question 
must never be drawn, since recreation has its educative 
aspects and education its recreative aspects. Each 
should complement the other, especially since each is 
1 
concerned with the development of the individual," 
"Intercollegiate an< intramural athletics, music 
and literary prcgrar.s; dramatic groups, debates, lectures, 
social functions, proms, outing clubs, and discussion 
ant special interest groups have a conspicious place in 
2 
college and university life," 
The school should sponsor a recreational program to 
meet the noed of the students not only for the present 
but also for the future life. This program should be 
mad© to include not only team activities but also indi-
—r tion SSSLS 
p, 208 
2 Butler, George I., "Wfh''nc&t1 
IssmMsn# p. 42 
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vicual activities to be used as a carry over value into 
adult life for leisure time use. 
The general pattern of proviring the necessary 
creational outlets for students is through intramural 
interschool and general recreational programs. 
re-
Prairie 
View Agricultural anc Mechanical College has outlined a 
program in the school's bulletin that is partly in keep­
ing with the trends or standards outlined by experts in 
the field of recreation. But these things are not practice 
in the intramural progra: , The college bulletin states* 
"The intramural sports programs, conducted for all students 
includes boxing, football, basketball, baseball, tennis, 
3 The college bulletin 
further states* "This program, combining work in physical 
education, health education and recreation is designed 
primarily to give students an opportunity to learn and 
4 
participate in a variety of sports," 
track, softball, ancl volleyball," 
The v/riter feels that the type of intramural program 
He feels, offered will vary according to local conditions, 
that the program is being carried on in a haphazard manner, 
after comparing the offered activities of the program vith 
^ Bulletin of Prairie Agricultural 
fiPllorcTof Taxaa," 
4 J&UL, p. 85 
.d Mi 
, P. 17 
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those recommended by the experts. It is also noticed 
that the majority of the sports are being offered 
varsity level which leaves the masses of the students 
without some type of recreation. In doing this the 
students are denied the benefit of intramural athletics 
whoso purposes are: (1) "to promote leisure education 
(2) to provide healthful exercise (3) to enrich!social 
J competence and (4) to develop group loyalties." The 
college provides limited facilities for a few unsupervis­
ed leisure time activities in the game room of the Panther 
Inn or Recreational Center. The intramural program ac­
cording to the college bulletin for male students include 
such sports as Softball, tennis touch football, basket­
ball, volleyball and track. There are facilities for ping 
pong, cards, checkers and dominoes. The college also has 
four tennis courts which may be used by all students but 
are monoplizeci by the varsity team after school. 
The author included in Chapter IV a program recommend-
on 
©d by experts that contributes most to college students as 
He also saw a need to ft carry over value into adult life, 
improve the participation of student in the program, by 
revising the program of physical education to teach more 
By learning activities that are recommended by experts. 
A&cliU n"PftiTr°?r] pVatlQB. P- ^ 
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different games the intramural program can be broadened 
to meet thi3 new demand of leisure, 
program only serve the needs and desires of only a fen, 
then we can say that it is inadequate, 
aural progr.* would give students an opportunity to par­
ticipate in active games and sports, social activities, 
dancing; dramatics, arts and crafts, music and nature 
and outing activities. 
"Since intramural athletic serve the mass of students, 
where as inter scholastic competition restricts participa­
tion to the few possessing superior skills, the intramural 
Since the present 
An ideal intra-
is superior to interschool athletic for the gen-
Many participants in intra-
program 
eral purpose of education 
murals who never can (evelop sufficient skill for the 
school team find in intramural athletics the realisation 
of an oim whic' to them represents a desirable goal." 
• • • • t 
The range of activities naturally ̂ ^^-^| ̂ ^y 
the size of the school. The largo univgslt/ 
must provice a greater variety . for 
than the small high school. Something^  
eve: - one all the time should be |Q provide 
the intramural department,. Afferent for individual differences, several cm jr. 
activities shoulc be available , oaonstrated 
Sports in which little interest ^ " ^sr they 
should be eleminatoc from ti e p* ,iang©r in have had a fair trial. There is a conger 
0 Williams, Jessie F. BrWeUtCTiffor^ 
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schools ranges from three to six. In Wee 
colleges ancl universities twenty-five to SIT*v 
activities are frequently offered,' 
The activities for the intra ural program nay be 
selected from the following according to locality! 
ACTIVITIES FOR HIGH SCHOOL ART COLLEGE BOYS* 















































fhe Organisation ' Voltmer, Edward an< Esslinger, A.j i— 
anc Administration of Phvsica] Educ^i,Jl» P* -
p. 265 
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As has been stated an intramural 
dent largely upon the activities which 
the physical education program. 
program is depen-
are presented in 
mils is considered sound 
procedure, for activities in which students had very little 
training and experience would hardly be so accepted as 
those with which they were familiar, 
The sport chosen for general promotion among the 
student body should therefore arouse a spontaneous Interest 
and provide invigorating exercise without resulting in ex­
haustion, The trend has been to expand the original pro­
gram of developmental sports to include recreative sports 
and finally novelty sports as well. The aorcalled "rugged 
sports," which require careful training and leave the un­
trained player chiefly concerned with his bruised and ex­
hausted condition, do not meet the situation as success-
The former can well be fully as more recreative types, 
reserved for the more skillful and experienced varsity 
athletes who can be kept under proper training regulation; 
the intramural player prefers games which provito active 
Not only fun without depleting his whole reserve power, 
has the intramural program failed in the attempt to do the 
above also the physical education program has done like­
wise in not providing a well rounded program. 
The many sports that have been listeo on page 77 
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attained success in various intramural departments through-
out the country. Other sports which are found at other 
institutions are cage ball, rugby, polo, horseback riding 
and many others. 
In selecting sports, the size of the school and the 
age of the students should first be considered and also 
attention should be given to local facilities and desires. 
The program itself should keep pace with the changing and 
developing desires of the student body. 
C ..CLUSION OR SUMMARY 
Fror the facts presented in the introduction, it 
he verp easily seen that there was little time for re­
creational activities in the early history of this nation. 
While in the later years more time has become available, 
the economic outlook has been a severe handicap, 
dictions of the industrial engineers indicate, however, 
that the future will show a continuation and even an ac­
celeration of the tendencies which will enable men to have 
Therefore, if we are to keep pace, a 
planned progr; " for leadership in the use of leisure time 
must be embarked upon. 
Training for the use of leisure time can be brought 
about through a school program by offering instruction in 
those activities which will be benefleial in the future 
can 
The pre-
more spare time. 
as well as at the present time. 
conducted at Prairie View Agricultural In the survey 
and Mechanical College, 
teen to forty-four; most of these fall in the age group 
It was found that the 
students ranged in age from six-
be tween nineteen and twenty-one. 
would be in interest of the larger portion of the group 
those activities which appealed, to the average normal 
for teaching 
healthy student. Therefore, any program 
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leisure time activities should be planned first for the 
larger group. 
The riter also found other conclusicnsi (1) the 
leisure time interest of the students from the urban 
and students from the rural areas are practically the 
same. The urban students rank a few of the active activi-
• s 
ties different from those of the rural students. This, 
however, may be due to the difference in interest. The 
writer would like to say it was rather surprising to find 
that the differences in the known activities were slight, 
for it would seem that the urban students would be farther 
advanced in activities than they Indicated (2) it was also 
found that the high schools are failing to teach enough 
activities that the students could use in college for the 
use of leisure time. This however, may be due to the lack 
of leadership for only a small amount indicated that physi­
cal education was taught in their high schools.(3) there 
was a lack of facilities for the desired and offered 
activities (4) the intramural program was inadequate for 
the present day needs (5) the students die not :now but a 
few activities and those being of team type rather than 
individual sports (6) male students are not required to 
take physical education, hence do not have a knowledge or 
skills in activities recommended by experts (7) the in­
terest is not upon the masses as it shoulc be, but ith 
areas 
8? 
interscholastic competition. The writer feels as though 
the aw inistration has miasec the objectives of education 
from the stand point of sports. As Williams said* "since 
intramural athletics serve the mass of students, where as 
interscholastic competition restricts participation to 
the fev; possessing superior skills, the intraoral program 
is superior^to interschool athletics for the purpose of 
education." 'There evidence to support a saying that 
the environ enc, age levels, knowledge and skills in an 
activity playecl an important part in the individuals in­
terest or choVce of sports. 
Chapter xv* tends to show the comparison between the 
activities offered with those the experts selected as the 
ones to contribute most to college students for use of 
It was foun® that out of the six offered leisure time. 
activities only three ranked in the first ten activities 
selected by the experts, 
were in keeping with those of the experts, but the lack 
The (©sires of tho students 
of facilities along with them not knowing the activities 
was their reasons for not engaging In the activities 
offered# 
The writer submit the following recommendations: (1) 
ill male students fee required to take at least two years 
of physical education and receiving credit for same (2) 
I Williams, and Brownell,Jfta and Physical location. W, B. Soume.s 6 or.pan,, p. 
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that equipment be secured to carry on a well-round program 
to meet the desires and needs of the students (3) that the 
physical education department set up a broad program keep­
ing in mind the desires and needs of the students and the 
recommendations of the experts in the field, so that each 
student will find some activity that can be used for 
leisure time now and in adult life (4) that a swimming 
pool be built for the students {*>) that a golf course be 
built on some of the excess school land (6) that a bowling 
alley be built (7) that the excess amount of horses be put 
to use and build a bridle path for horseback riding (8) 
that dancing classes along with other creative activities 
be held (9) that a skating rink be built (10) that fields 
for such sports as baseball, basketball, soccer, football, 










I- Q? r'K LEISURE TINE ACTIVITIES OF THfi 
MALE STUDENTS 01 PR&XHIE VIEW AGRICULTURAL 
m MECHANICAL COLLEGE WTpH 
SUGG] -STIOrlS pOR 
|MP^OVEl!TO 
DIRECTIONS: FILL IN THE BLANKS WITH REQUIRE! INFORMATION 
DATEx »194-9 
1, Name 
2, Home Address ' _ 
(A rural community has a population of 2,500 persons 
and an urban community has 2,500 or more persons. 
Check in proper space if your home has a rural or 
urban location) 
Urban 
3, High School Attended, 
Rural 
(State) (City) 
4, College Attendee _ 
5. College graduated from,, - , 
6, Classification: (Draw a circle around one) 
Freshman, Sophomore, Junior, Senior, Graduate 
7. Did your high school have a physical education program? 
No Yes 
X 
Survey Continued 85 
8. lid your high school have a recreational program? 
Yes Ho 
9, Approximately how many hours of leisure time do you 
have each week? 









(c). Sponsor of the program? (Check one) 
School 
Community 









Church, clubs, etc. 









10. Check ( 






(d ) Choral Club 
Church Organization (e) 
.Boy Scouts 
.Debating Clubs (g) 
Y. M, C. A. 





<13, Cheer Leader 
11. Active Activities» DirectionsJ Place XX in the 
blank for the activities in which you like to par­
ticipate best. Place X in the blank for the activi­





























Shuffle Board Tennis 
12. Passive Activities! 
Fishing . 
Writing 
Dice Drawing Radio 
Piano Cards Movies 
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(Passive Activities continued) 
Painting Lominoes Pets .Sports 
Spectators 
13. List other activities that you like that are not 
listed. 
1. 2. 3. 4. 
14, List your leisure time activities at Prairie View 
this semester. 
1. 2. 3 «. 
,6.. 3.. 5, .7., 
15, that is your hobby? 
16, List order preference the activities in which you 




17, List the activities which you co not know and would 
like an opportunity to learn. 
Second Choice 
Third Choice 
.4, 3. ,2., 1. 
Please return completed check list to Lawrence mritton, 
Woodruff Hall, Room #215 
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